Analytical equilibrium gradient methods.
Analytical equilibrium gradient methods are non-linear separation methods in which the separation mechanism involves a force gradient along the separation channel. These methods can be classified into two categories: those in which the gradient is a field gradient applied along the separation channel (i.e., field gradient), and those in which the channel is subjected to a constant field with a gradient formed in some other property (i.e., constant field). Standard deviation of peak width, resolution and peak capacity are important parameters in characterizing equilibrium gradient methods, and general expressions can be obtained from considering both the point of force acting on the analyte and the basic flux equation. Several successful examples, such as density gradient sedimentation, isoelectric focusing and electromobility focusing are discussed. Based on equilibrium gradient methods in the field gradient category, a method to dynamically improve peak capacity is described. An example of such an approach is given using electromobility focusing.